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ABSTRACT

In a second-price sequential auction with global and local bidders, we analyze the correct

selling order of goods when the number of bidders in each leg of the auction is different with

laboratory experiments. Theoretically, selling the good with a large number of bidders last

should generate an (almost) efficient outcome but selling it first should result in an inefficient

outcome with a positive probability. Our experimental results show that selling that good

last generates a more efficient outcome than selling it first. Hence, the experimental results

show that the selling order has to be taken into account while designing a sequential auction.
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RESUMEN

Consideramos una subasta secuencial de segundo precio con postores globales y locales.

Mediante experimentos de laboratorio analizamos el orden de venta correcto de dos bi-

enes cuando el número de postores en cada etapa de la subasta secuencial es diferente.

Teóricamente, vender el bien con un gran número de postores al final debeŕıa generar un

resultado (casi) eficiente, pero venderlo primero debeŕıa resultar en un resultado ineficiente

con una probabilidad positiva. Nuestros resultados experimentales muestran que vender ese

bien al final genera un resultado más eficiente que venderlo primero. Por tanto, los resultados

experimentales muestran que, al diseñar una subasta secuencial, es relevante tener en cuenta

el orden de venta de los bienes.

Palabras Clave: economı́a experimental, experimentos de laboratorio, subastas secuenciales,

teoŕıa de subastas
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1 Introduction

Since some goods are sold repetitively, auctions in sequential nature have been used in the

real-world a lot. Some examples include the Turkish 2000 cell-phone license auction ([GX07])

and some state highway procurement auctions ([Sil05]).

Theoretically, sequential auctions have been studied assuming that each leg of the se-

quential auction is identical or ex-ante identical (e.g. [KR96], [LPV12]). In such cases, the

selling order of goods would not matter. However, if there is some heterogeneity in each leg

of the auction, the selling order would affect the revenue and/or efficiency of the auction. In

this paper, we study how the selling order of goods in a sequential auction affects the auction

outcome by using experiments. Specifically, we test the theoretical predictions of [GM22],

that uses different number of bidders in each leg of the auction.

In [GM22], it is shown that when global and local bidders are present and the good is

synergistic, selling the good with a large number of bidders last would result in an efficient

outcome. However, when such good is sold first, the outcome would be inefficient with a

positive probability. As governments care about efficient outcomes ([McM94]), rather than

maximizing the revenue, the results of the theoretical paper is policy relevant; however, it

has not been tested with experiments.

In this paper, we test the aforementioned results with experiments as it will help policy

makers to design the sequential auctions by using the correct selling order. Mainly, we test

three hypothesis. The hypothesis are 1) having a large number of bidders in the last auction

should provide an (almost) efficient outcome; 2) having a large number of bidders in the

first auction, relative to the last auction, should end up with an inefficient outcome with

a positive probability; 3) Selling the goods with fewer bidders first, and selling the good

with more bidders second should be better at obtaining efficient outcomes. We find strong

evidence supporting hypothesis 2 and 3. We also find that hypothesis 1 produces efficient

outcome but with an estimate probability close to 70%. At a minimum, these results support

that selling goods with more bidders in the second leg of a sequential auction is better at

getting efficient outcomes. Hence, this is a policy relevant result.

We also test one question that the theoretical paper is silent about. That is, “is selling

the good with fewer bidders first better at obtaining higher revenue?” We do not find a

strong support for this question.

The novelty of our paper is that it is the first experimental paper showing that the

correct selling order of goods in a sequential auction results in a (more) efficient outcome.
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Therefore, our paper emphasizes that selling order in sequential auctions should get more

attention from the literature when there are different types of heterogeneity in each leg of

the sequential auctions.

As the setting where there are global and local bidders and the good is synergistic for the

global bidder has practical applications, [CL12] tested first-price auctions with and without

package bidding. They show that for high synergy levels, package bidding improves effi-

ciency. [FB13] studies the FCC spectrum auctions in this setting for simultaneous ascending

auctions. Selling order does not matter in package or simultaneous auctions unlike our paper

so these papers do not test selling order.

[LPV12] study a setting with four bidders in each leg of a sequential auction. The goods

are stochastically equivalent but the winner of the first leg enjoys a synergy in the second

leg. They compare the first and second price auctions with experiments. As the objects

are stochastically equivalent and bidders are ex-ante identical, they do not study the selling

order unlike us, as it will not matter.

Our paper also falls into the experimental multi-good auction papers testing efficiency.

[FLE15] study whether the resale of goods result in efficient outcomes in simultaneous second

price auctions. They find an affirmative answer. Their paper focuses on simultaneous and

Vickrey auctions unlike our paper. [PS19] study how the possibility of resale affects efficiency

in uniform-price multi-good auctions. Since, resale is not permitted in some auctions, we

do not study resale in this paper. We show that (more) efficiency can be achieved with the

correct selling order in a sequential auction even without resale.

In the rest of the paper, we first explain the theoretical setting of the paper. Then, we

explain all the efficient and inefficient outcome types in our auction setting. We discuss the

hypothesis and experimental design after that. Finally, we present our results and conclude

the paper.

2 Theoretical setting

The model is mainly based on [GM22] and the notation is almost the same. Consider a

seller who has two goods, A and B, that has zero value to her. The seller uses a second-price

sequential auction to sell both goods. There is one risk-neutral global bidder, G.1 If she wins

both goods, she enjoys a synergy of θ > 0. Assuming the synergy level θ to be public or

1Assuming one global bidder is accepted in the literature since the strategies when there are multi global
bidders cannot be defined analytically in the literature. See [MG17] for more on this.
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private information has no effect on the results. There are also Ni > 0 risk neutral local

bidders bidding for good i = A,B. Ni + 1 independent draws from the uniform distribution

function F determines the private valuation, vki, for each bidder, k = G, 1, 2.., Ni, and good

i = A,B.

We use symmetric subgame perfect Bayesian equilibrium in weakly undominated strate-

gies.2 The global bidder’s second-auction equilibrium strategy will depend on the history of

the game; that is, whether she won or lost the first leg. The global bidder bids vGj if lost

good i in the first auction, and vGj + θ if won the first good, where i, j = A,B and i ̸= j.

This is actually truthful bidding for the global bidder based on the history of the game.

Local bidders also bid their valuations truthfully in both auctions as this is a second price

auction.

By maximizing the expected payoff for the global bidder, we derive the global bidder’s

equilibrium strategy in the first auction for good i. But to calculate the expected payoff, we

need the (expected) price the global bidder pays, if wins any of the goods. To calculate that

price, let pi = max{vki}, k = 1, 2, · · · , Ni denote the maximum valuation of local bidders for

good i = A,B. This pi is the price that the global bidder pays if he wins good i because

the local bidders bid truthfully and this is a second-price auction. Since the valuations are

not known, we need the distribution function for pi to calculate the expected price that the

global bidder will pay, which is Gi(.) = [F (.)]Ni .

The following proposition gives the equilibrium bidding price bij, when good i is auctioned

first and j second and it is taken from [GM22].

Proposition 1 The global bidder’s first-auction equilibrium bid, bij, for good i is

a) If vGj + θ < 1, then bij(vGi, vGj, Nj) = vGi +

∫ vGj+θ

vGj

Gj(pj, Nj)dpj

b) If vGj + θ ≥ 1, then bij(vGi, vGj, Nj) = vGi + (vGj + θ − 1) +

∫ 1

vGj

Gj(pj, Nj)dpj

For the proof (for a general case of distributions rather than the uniform distribution

only), see [GM22]. The global bidder’s bid bij is the price where she is indifferent between

losing and winning the first leg of the auction. We note that the number of bidders in the

first auction, Ni does not affect the bidding price at all but only the number of local bidders

2In describing the model below, we closely follow [MG17].
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in the second auction, Nj matters as this affects the probability of winning the second good

and the synergy. This is explained in the first part of the corollary below taken from [GM22].

Corollary 2 i) The number of local bidders in the first auction has no effect on the bidding

price.

ii) As the number of local bidders in the second auction approaches infinity, the global

bidder’s bid is

bij → vGi, if vGj + θ < 1.

bij → vGi + vGj + θ − 1, if vGj + θ > 1.

As the number of local bidders in the second auction, Nj, gets arbitrarily large, Gj =

F [.]Nj approaches to zero. Therefore, the integrals in proposition 1 approaches zero. The

global bidder bids his valuation vGi, if vGj+θ < 1, as he knows that he cannot win the second

good given that the maximum of local bidders valuation approaches to 1. If vGj + θ > 1 ,

the global bidder knows that she will win the second good for sure if she wins the first one.

She again bids truthfully in this case.

The corollary implies that the selling order of goods in a sequential auction has impli-

cations for efficiency. As the number of bidders in the second auction gets arbitrarily large,

the outcome is always efficient, as all bidders bid truthfully. But this is not the case if the

number of bidders in the first auction gets arbitrarily large. We summarize the results in

the following proposition taken from [GM22].

Proposition 3 i) Assume that 0 < θ < 2. As the number of local bidders in the first auction

approaches infinity, the outcome of the sequential auction might be inefficient with a positive

probability.

ii) As the number of local bidders in the second auction approaches infinity, the outcome

of the sequential auction is efficient.

The inefficiencies occur even if there are infinitely many bidders in the first auction. For

example, the global bidder might still win the first auction by bidding over 1 (but pay a

price of 1 as there are infinitely many local bidders). However, if the global bidder loses the

second auction (as it will not bid over 1 when the synergy and her valuation for the second

good is not too high), there will an ex-post loss. We prove that such inefficient outcomes

occur with a positive probability. There are other types of inefficiencies which we will discuss

in the next section. The proof is in [GM22].
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3 Efficient Outcome

An efficient auction outcome occurs when the bidders who value the goods most receive

those goods at the end of the auction. For example, consider the table below that shows

valuations for each bidder. Global bidder values good A at 0.6 and good B at 0.3. However,

if wins both goods, he enjoys a synergy level of θ = 0.35, which makes his total valuation for

both goods as 0.6+0.3+0.35. In other words, goods are complementary for the global bidder.

This is documented empirically in many auctions ([FB13]; [Sil05]). But if the global bidder

wins only one good, then he cannot get this synergy level but instead just the stand-alone

valuations, which are 0.6 for good A and 0.3 for good B.

Stand-Alone Valuation for A Stand-alone Valuation for B Synergy = θ
Global Bidder 0.6 0.3 0.35
Local Bidder A 0.7 0 0
Local Bidder B 0 0.6 0

The local bidders should win both goods for the efficient outcome as local bidders value

goods more than the global bidder in this example as:3

0.7 + 0.6 > 0.6 + 0.3 + 0.35

However, if the global bidder bids 0.8 in the A auction (as it always bids over its stand-

valuation of 0.6 in the first auction -as shown by proposition 1 in the model), it wins A by

paying 0.7 as local bidder A bids his valuation of 0.7 truthfully and that this is a second-price

auction. Then the global bidder bids 0.3+0.35 = 0.65 for good B (as it bids his stand-alone

valuation for B plus the synergy level when it wins the first auction as discussed in the model

part). But local bidder B bids its valuation truthfully, which is 0.6 in this example. Hence,

the global bidder also wins B and pays 0.6, the second highest bid. However, the global

bidders ends up in a loss despite winning both goods and getting the synergy level:

(0.6 + 0.3 + 0.35)︸ ︷︷ ︸
global bidder′s total valution

− (0.7 + 0.6)︸ ︷︷ ︸
total payment

= −0.05

This is an example of an inefficient auction outcome. The local bidders should have won

both licenses for an efficient outcome as discussed above (because 0.7+0.6 > 0.6+0.3+0.35

3It is also possible that global bidder wins one good and the local bidder wins the other good might be
an efficient outcome but it is easy to check that this is not the case in this example.
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).

Table 1 shows all possible outcomes, and the corresponding revenue and welfare in ij

auction which helps us in calculating them ex-post. The table shows that there are four

different types of inefficiency when there are only one local bidder bidding for each good.

Two of the inefficient outcomes are the global bidder winning one or both goods with an

ex-post loss (rows 2 and 4 in Table 1); one of them is the global bidder winning (one good)

inefficiently with a profit (row 6), and the last one is the local bidders winning both goods

inefficiently (row 8).4

In the table, bij denotes the global bidder’s bid in the first auction i. We showed that

bij is above his stand-alone valuation for good i in proposition 1. Also, as explained in the

model section, the private valuations of each bidder is denoted by vki, for k = G, 1, 2.., Ni,

and i = A,B (G denotes the global bidder, the numbers 1, 2, · · · denote the local bidders).

License i won by License j won by Global bidder makes Allocation is Revenue is Welfare is

1. Global Bidder Global Bidder Profit Efficient v1i + v1j vGi + vGj + θ
2. Global Bidder Global Bidder Loss Inefficient v1i + v1j vGi + vGj + θ
3. Global Bidder Local Bidder j Profit Efficient v1i + vGj + θ vGi + v1j
4. Global Bidder Local Bidder j Loss Inefficient v1i + vGj + θ vGi + v1j
5. Local Bidder i Global Bidder Profit Efficient bij + v1j v1i + vGj

6. Local Bidder i Global Bidder Profit Inefficient bij + v1j v1i + vGj

7. Local Bidder i Local Bidder j Zero Profit Efficient bij + vGj v1i + v1j
8. Local Bidder i Local Bidder j Zero Profit Inefficient bij + vGj v1i + v1j

Table 1: All possible outcomes in an ij auction, when Ni = Nj = 1

Table 2 shows all possible outcomes when there are more than 1 local bidders bidding

for each good. In the table, since we have more than one local bidder, pi and p̃i denote

the maximum valuation and the second maximum valuation of all local bidders for good

i = A,B, respectively.

4Please, refer to [MG17] for the proof that there cannot be an inefficient outcome in which global bidder
wins the first item with profit but loses the second one.
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License i won by License j won by Global bidder makes Allocation is Revenue is Welfare is

1. Global Bidder Global Bidder Profit Efficient pi + pj vGi + vGj + θ
2. Global Bidder Global Bidder Loss Inefficient pi + pj vGi + vGj + θ
3. Global Bidder Local Bidder j Profit Efficient pi + vGj + θ vGi + pj
4. Global Bidder Local Bidder j Loss Inefficient pi + vGj + θ vGi + pj
5. Global Bidder Local Bidder j Profit Efficient pi + p̃j vGi + pj
6. Global Bidder Local Bidder j Loss Inefficient pi + p̃j vGi + pj
7. Local Bidder i Global Bidder Profit Efficient bij + pj pi + vGj

8. Local Bidder i Global Bidder Profit Inefficient bij + pj pi + vGj

9. Local Bidder i Global Bidder Profit Efficient p̃i + pj pi + vGj

10. Local Bidder i Global Bidder Profit Inefficient p̃i + pj pi + vGj

11. Local Bidder i Local Bidder j Zero Profit Efficient bij + vGj pi + pj
12. Local Bidder i Local Bidder j Zero Profit Inefficient bij + vGj pi + pj
13. Local Bidder i Local Bidder j Zero Profit Efficient bij + p̃j pi + pj
14. Local Bidder i Local Bidder j Zero Profit Inefficient bij + p̃j pi + pj
15. Local Bidder i Local Bidder j Zero Profit Efficient p̃i + vGj pi + pj
16. Local Bidder i Local Bidder j Zero Profit Inefficient p̃i + vGj pi + pj
17. Local Bidder i Local Bidder j Zero Profit Efficient p̃i + p̃j pi + pj
18. Local Bidder i Local Bidder j Zero Profit Inefficient p̃i + p̃j pi + pj

Table 2: All possible outcomes in an ij auction, when Ni = Nj ≥ 2
pi and p̃i maximum and second maximum local bidder´s valuation for good i, i = A,B

4 Hypotheses

Let NA be a finite but small number, while let NB be a large number. As a consequence,

the number of local bidders in good A is very small relative to that of good B. Let order

AB denote the sequential auction in which good A is sell first and good B second. Similarly,

for order BA. Theory predicts that order AB of the sequential auction should be (almost)

efficient, while order BA is inefficient. In particular, order AB is more efficient than order

BA. Broadly speaking, this is what we want to test with our experiment. We write our

hypotheses below.

Let Pij denote the proportion of efficient outcomes of the sequential auction with order

ij, where i, j = A,B, i ̸= j.

In line with Proposition 3, we have the following two hypotheses.

Hypothesis 1: Having a large number of local bidders in the second auction is efficient.

The claim is PAB ≈ 1.

Hypothesis 2: Having a large number of local bidders in the first auction, relative to that

number in the second auction, is inefficient with a positive probability. The claim is that

PBA is significantly less than 1.

As a consequence of the previous hypotheses, we have

Hypothesis 3: Selling the good with fewer bidders first, and the good with large bidders
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second is better at obtaining efficient outcomes. That is, PAB > PBA.

We take advantage of the experimental approach to study a question related to revenue.

Let RAB be the revenue obtained from the sequential auction with order AB. Similar

notation applies to RBA.

Question 4: Is selling the good with fewer bidders first, and the good with large bidders

second better at obtaining higher revenue or not? In other words, we wonder whether RAB >

RBA.

5 Experimental Design

Our aim is to analyze the order of selling two goods when there are different number of

(local) bidders participating in each leg of a second-price sequential auction. In order to test

the hypotheses stated in Section 4, we follow the theoretical model, and consider NA = 1 and

NB = 1000. That is, the number of local bidders for good A is one and the number of local

bidders for good B is 1000. There is one global bidder who bids for both goods sequentially,

one good first and then the other. The global bidder is played by human subjects and the

local bidders played by the computers. That is why local bidders are sometimes named bots

or robots. Following theory, the robots will bid its valuation truthfully in both goods of the

sequential auction.

5.1 Experimental treatments

It is a between subject design, with Treatment AB and Treatment BA, which refer to the

sequential auctions with orders AB and BA, respectively. Hence, in Treatment AB, the

global bidder faces one local bidder in the first leg (auction for good A) of the sequential

auction while facing 1000 local bidders in the second leg (auction for good B). The global

bidder is played by human subjects and they know that they face local bidders played by the

computers. In Treatment BA we reverse the order of selling the goods. Hence, the global

bidder faces 1000 local bidders in the first leg (auction for good B) while facing one local

bidder in the second leg (auction for good A). In each treatment, every participant plays 20

rounds. Since we are interested in mature (learned) behavior of bidders, we had determined

in advanced to utilize only the last 10 rounds.
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5.2 The valuations

The valuations of the global bidder will be drawn from a uniform distribution on the support

[0; 100] for the first and second leg of the auctions at the beginning of the sequential auction.

The valuation of the local bidders will also be drawn (independently) from the same distribu-

tion before each leg of the sequential auction. Thus, for each round of a sequential auction,

we generate a vector of valuations with dimension 1003, two for the global player and 1001

for the local players. We use the synergy factor of θ = 50 which is common knowledge. The

global bidder (human subject) will determine its first leg bid after learning his valuations

for both objects, the synergy factor and how many local bidders its facing in both auctions.

Then, she will learn if she won the first auction or not. After that, she will determine its

second leg bid. At the end of the round, the global bidder will learn the auction outcome,

the price paid by the winner, and her payoff. Subjects never directly learn the valuations of

others. At the end of each round, the bidders receive an update of their payoffs.

In order to compare the treatments, a unique matrix of random numbers with dimension

20× 1003 is generated, which is used in both treatments. Each row contains the valuations

of all the players (global and local) for the corresponding round. If we identify each row with

(vGA, vGB, v1A, v1B, v2B, · · · , v1000B), the first and second columns contain the valuations of

good A and good B for the global player, the third column the valuations for good A for

the robot, and from columns 4 up to 1003 contains the valuations for good B for the 1000

robots. In each session, each global bidder plays the 20 rounds with the valuations given by

the same matrix of dimension 20× 1003. That is, the same matrix is used throughout each

treatment.

Bidder’s valuations are expressed in Experimental Currency Unit (ECU) as usual. The

exchange rate is 4 ECU for 1 PEN (PEN is the international code for the local currency in

Peru, called Peruvian Sol). The bids in ECU can be anything between [0; 500] and it need

not to be an integer. If there is a tie, the computer chooses the winner with equal probability

among the same bid owners.

5.3 The payoffs of the sequential auction

The payoff of a global bidder, payoffG, is given by the sum of his payoffs from auction of

goods A and B, denoted by payoffGA and payoffGB, respectively.

payoffG = payoffGA + payoffGB,

11



For the sake of concreteness, let us define the payoffs for the order AB. The global

bidder’s payoff from auction of good A depends on whether she wins that auction.

payoffGA =

0 if losses good A

vGA − pA if wins good A

We recall that pi denotes the maximum valuation of local bidders for good i = A,B. Thus,

pi is the price that the global bidder pays if she wins good i. The global bidder’s payoff form

auction of good B depends on whether she wins auctions for goods A and B. In particular, if

she wins both legs of the sequential auction, her payoff includes the synergy factor θ. Indeed,

payoffGB =


0 if losses both goods A and B

vGB − pB if losses good A and wins good B

vGB − pB + θ if wins both goods A and B

Consequently, the global bidder’s payoff from the sequential auction of order AB is given by

payoffG =



0 if losses both goods A and B

vGA − pA if wins good A and losses good B

vGB − pB if losses good A and wins good B

vGA − pA + vGB − pB + θ if wins both goods A and B

The global bidder’s payoff from the sequential auction of order BA is defined in a similar

manner, just replacing A with B and viceversa.

On the other hand, since the local players (robots) bid their valuations truthfully, their

payoffs are zero if they lose the auction, and it is their valuation minus the second highest

bid among all the players (which is either the global bidder’s bid or other robot’s bid).

At the end of the experiment there are 20 payoffs for a global bidder, one for each round.

In order to avoid wealth effects, we determine the valid payoff by choosing one of the rounds

randomly, with every round having the same probability. Of course, participants know this

rule before the experiment begins.

Clearly, the participants (global bidders) might have negative payoffs, as shown in the

example given in Section 3. In theory, they are supposed to face an actual loss of their own

money. In our experiment, we mimic it by introducing a previous stage in which global
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bidders earn money.

5.4 Earned wealth and overall earnings

Following [Jac+09], before the experiment on the sequential auction begins, we introduce a

previous stage. Global bidders earn money by answering 8 questions of general culture, at

the level of preparation for college entrance.5 Each question has four choices among which

one is correct. If they answer correctly 6 or more questions, they earn 20 ECU; otherwise,

they earn only 4 ECU. The limit time for this stage was 12 minutes.

The overall earnings of a global bidder is based on the resulting sum of three compo-

nents: the valid payoff of the sequential auction, the earned wealth of the multiple-choice

questionnaire and the show-up fee (5 PEN). The actual earnings they obtain is the sum of

the three components unless it is less than 5, in such a case they obtain 5 PEN. Thus, the

earnings of a global bidder is at least the show-up fee for sure.

5.5 Experimental subjects

The experiment was conducted in the laboratory LEEX-PUCP of Pontifical Catholic Uni-

versity of Peru (PUCP).6 It involved a total of 64 students, 34 and 30 for treatments AB

and BA, respectively. To have full control of the experiment, we run it in six sessions.

Including the show up fee of 5 PEN, the average earnings of a student was 15 PEN, with

the minimum of 5 PEN and a maximum of 30 PEN.7 The experiment was programmed in

oTree ([CSW16]), and the recruitment process at LEEX was done via the system ORSEE

([Gre15]). The Ethics Board at PUCP provided formal approval for conducting this study,

and at the day of the experiment each student was asked whether they agree to participate.

Informed consent was obtained from all subjects.

6 Results

We emphasize that students played 20 rounds in total. For the statistical analysis, we

considered only the last 10 rounds, as the first 10 are considered as part of the training

5The alternative way to do this is to give windfall money to the participants. The earned approach that
we apply to this experiment is to generate incentives for more sincere bidding, as found in [Jac+09].

6At LEEX, we are very grateful to Joan Miranda and Andrea Ulloa for research assistance.
7We recall that PEN is the international code for the local currency in Peru. To give a sense of the

numbers, it is worth pointing out that a lunch menu on campus PUCP is around 10 PEN.
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process. Of course, student were not aware of this. We have 340 and 300 observations for

Treatment AB and Treatment BA, respectively. A plot of the bids and valuations of all the

participants can be seen in the Appendix A.

Before providing the details, we summarize our findings. Regarding efficiency, we have

three results. Firstly, we do not find evidence that Treatment AB is close to efficiency 100%,

as claimed inHypothesis 1; the estimate value of efficiency is 70%. Secondly, we find strong

evidence that inefficiency is greater than zero in Treatment BA, as predicted by theory in

Hypothesis 2; the estimate value of inefficiency is 44%. Thirdly, we find strong evidence

that Treatment AB is more efficient that Treatment BA, as stated in Hypothesis 3; the

estimate difference in efficiency is 14.33%.

Regarding revenue, we do not find evidence that Treatment AB generates more revenue

than Treatment BA. Hence, the answer to Question 4 is negative. Indeed, the revenue

estimates are, respectively, 131.65 ECU and 132.11 ECU, which are very close to each other.

Next, we present the details of the results, including the statistical tests.

Result 1 The efficiency of Treatment AB is statistically significant greater than 65%

but not greater than 90%.

We assume first that the null hypothesis is PAB = 90%, and we want to show that the

alternative PAB > 90% holds.8 There is no evidence to reject the null hypothesis (the p-value

is approximately 1). On the other hand, we also test the null hypothesis PAB = 65% against

the alternative PAB > 65%. In this case, there is evidence in favor of the alternative (the

p-value is approximately 0.03).

Certainly, this result does not coincide with the theoretical prediction stated in Hypothe-

sis 1. However, we point out that this is the usual case in experimental results in auctions in

which the theoretical prediction is efficiency 100%. For instance, [Jac+09] find an estimate

of 61.1%.

Result 2 The inefficiency of Treatment BA is statistically significant greater than 35%.

Hence, it is significantly greater than zero.

Let us assume that the null hypothesis is (1 − PBA) = 35% and the alternative is (1 −
PBA) > 35%. We reject the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative (1−PBA) > 35% (the

p-value is 0.00044).

8We note that we cannot test the null hypothesis PAB = 100%, the tests of proportions are designed for
0 < PAB < 1. That is why we perform these tests.
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Hence, there is strong evidence in favor of Hypothesis 2 predicted by the theoretical

model.

Result 3 The efficiency of Treatment AB is statistically significant greater than that of

Treatment BA.

In the inference statistics the null hypothesis is PAB = PBA, and the alternative PAB >

PBA. As the p-value is 0.0066, we find strong evidence in favor of the alternative hypothesis.

In addition, we note that the estimate difference in efficiency is 14.33%.

Hence, there is strong evidence in favor of Hypothesis 3 implied by the theoretical model.

Result 4 The revenue of Treatment AB is not greater than that of Treatment BA.

Furthermore, we cannot find evidence against RAB = RBA.

The null hypothesis is RAB = RBA and the alternative is RAB > RBA. We cannot reject

the null hypothesis (the p-value is 0.61). Hence, we do not find evidence to provide a positive

answer to Question 4. Further, we have considered the null hypothesis RAB = RBA and the

alternative RAB ̸= RBA. Again, we cannot reject the null hypothesis (the p-value is 0.77).

Thus, the results of the experiment are consistent with RAB = RBA.

7 Conclusion

The goal of this research is to study, via an experiment, whether the order of sale of two

goods has an impact on the efficiency of a sequential auction. We design an experiment with

one global bidder that faces 1 and 1000 local bidders, in auctions A and B, respectively.

According to theory, when there is one good B with a large numbers of local bidders relative

to that of good A, a sequential auction with order AB is more efficient than order BA.

Our experimental results are consistent with such a theoretical implication. In addition, our

experiment shows that order BA of the sequential auction is highly inefficient, as predicted

by theory. Further, based on our experiment we estimate the probability of an efficient

outcome to be close to 70%, but the theoretical prediction is close to 100%. Overall, the

bottom line is that the order of sale of the two goods matters for efficiency outcomes.

Although we do not have a theoretical result for revenue, we have taken advantage of

our experimental design to study whether the order of sale has an effect on revenue. Our

experimental results show no compelling evidence to reject the (null) hypothesis that both
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orders generate the same revenue. That is, when it comes to revenue, it seems that the order

of sale does not matter.
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A Participants: bids and valuations

A.1 Treatment AB: bids and valuations for good A

In the figure below, we have a panel of 34 plots, one for each participant identified by a label.

In each plot, we have the valuations (black line) and the corresponding bids (color line) for

the 20 rounds.

Figure 1: Treatment AB: bids and valuations for good A
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A.2 Treatment AB: bids and valuations for good B

In the figure below, we have a panel of 34 plots, one for each participant identified by a label.

In each plot, we have the valuations (black line) and the corresponding bids (color line) for

the 20 rounds.

Figure 2: Treatment AB: bids and valuations for good B
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A.3 Treatment BA: bids and valuations for good A

In the figure below, we have a panel of 30 plots, one for each participant identified by a label.

In each plot, we have the valuations (black line) and the corresponding bids (color line) for

the 20 rounds.

Figure 3: Treatment BA: bids and valuations for good A
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A.4 Treatment BA: bids and valuations for good B

In the figure below, we have a panel of 30 plots, one for each participant identified by a label.

In each plot, we have the valuations (black line) and the corresponding bids (color line) for

the 20 rounds.

Figure 4: Treatment BA: bids and valuations for good B
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